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The thirty years from 1951 to 1981 marked great changes for the Canadian 
family, both in terms of its income and its size. In 1951, the traditional family 
consisted of mother, father and their 2.2 children. In 1981,   the average family 
had 1.4 children, and there were many more single-parent families or couples 
with no children. 

Incomes are also affected by a number of other factors such as taxes and 
social benefits, and even personal expectations. This report charts changes 
in family income over the past thirty years using data from the Survey of 
Consumer Finances. Since its inception in 1952,   survey methods and defini-
tions have remained consistent, although the questionnaire has been expan-
ded to account for new sources of income. 

Gail Oja, Director of the Consumer Income and Expenditure Division initia-
ted and directed the work on this report. A. K. Chawla from the Research and 
Analysis Section of the Division was in charge of the content and co-
ordinated the preparation. Brenda Babcock from the Text Editing Service of 
the Federal and Media Relations Division wrote the text. The graphic design, 
typography and charts were produced by the Graphic Design and Audio-
visual Section of the Production and Support Services Division, Data used in 
the report originated with the Surveys of Consumer Finances, started and 
developed in the early 1950s by Jenny A. Podoluk under whose general 
direction they remained until 1981.   
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We're all curious about incomes. We'd like to know how our neighbours, the 
Joneses and their four children, manage on one income. And how does that 
elderly lady down the street winter in Florida every year? Within our own family, 
we might wonder how our income measures up to what our parents were 
earning a couple of decades ago. 

This report gives some insight into the financial welfare of such groups as 
the one-earner family and the elderly who live alone, It also tells how the family 
of today fares relative to the family of thirty years ago. 

Not only is it interesting to find out about average Canadians, but also those 
with the lowest and highest incomes. And we might also want to know how 
various factors, such as age, sex, the region in which we live and whether we 
live alone or in a family affect our incomes. Other issues, such as redistribution 
of income through income taxes and social benefits may also concern us. 

With the aid of charts and graphs, these and other related topics will be 
explored. While data are mostly shown over thirty years, for some topics, 
depending on the availability, only certain years have been selected. Unless 
otherwise stated, charts are for families and unattached individuals. 

To make for easier discussion of certain ideas, we have created income 
groups or quintiles. To do this we lined up all families and individuals, placing 
those with the lowest income at one end and those with the highest at the 
other, (Families were counted as one unit as were unattached individuals.) 
Then we divided these units into five equal portions. At times, we have 
focussed on just three of the five groups created - those with the lowest, 
middle and highest incomes. 

Appropriate topics are discussed for each income group. The effect of 
social benefits, such as Old Age Security or Guaranteed Income Supplement, 
is an important topic for the elderly in the lowest income group. The growing 
trend towards two-income families is a subject for the highest income group. 
Throughout this study, most of the trends will be examined over time from 
1951 to 1981. 

This report concentrates on answering questions the average Canadian 
might have with regard to income. As a result, technical notes are minimal; 
however, certain terms used are defined in the glossary. A list of more 
comprehensive income studies for the specialist appears on page 27. Other 
technical details are explained in Incomes Distributions by Size in Canada, 
referenced in the list of publications on page 28. 
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Income Peaks in 1976 

From 1951 to 1976,   the average income of families and unattached indivi-
duals grew steadily. (It should be kept in mind that income includes both 
earnings from employment and investments and other money from social 
benefits and pensions.) Because incomes were still rising during the late 
1 970s, it may have seemed that this growth was continuing. But after 1976 the 
gain was more apparent than real. Although more dollars were still coming in, 
buying power was falling due to inflation which in turn has been eating up any 
gains in income since then. 

$25,600 

1951 1954 1957 	1961 	1965 	1969 	1973 	1977 	1981 

Average Income of Families and Unattached Individuals 
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Income 
Groups: 

Highest 

High 

Midd 

1951 	 1961 

Low 

Lowest 

Share of Income Stable over Three Decades 
As mentioned in the introduction, we have divided the population into five 

equal groups from lowest to highest income. Each income group represents 
one-fifth of all families and unattached individuals. We find that the share of 
income for each group is the same in 1981 as in 1951 when income (including 
social benefit payments) is considered. The lowest income group, for exam-
ple, had 4% of income both in 1951 and 1 981 . This means that although each 
group's income has increased substantially, there's been no movement 
towards greater equality between groups. 

Share of Income 
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Earnings Rise Faster for Women than for Men 
Since 1977,   earnings for women have grown gradually but steadily compa-

red to a decline for men. This increase for women reflects two factors: more 
women are working full time and more are employed in higher paying jobs. 

Between 1967 and 1981,   there has been an increase of almost 45% in 
women's earnings compared to only 25% for men. However, in 1 981 , men still 
earned an average $1 8200 compared to $9,700 for women. 

1981 Dollars (SY 
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Average Earnings of Men and Women 
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Per Capita Income Increases 
In 1981, there were fewer persons per family and for many, more sources of 

income. As the size of the family has fallen, the proportion of women employed 
has risen. In 1951,   there was one earner for every three family members; in 
1981,   the ratio had increased to one earner for every two family members. As 
well, more people received income from government programs, such as the 
Canada and Quebec Pension Plans or the Child Tax Credit program. These 
social benefits did not exist in 1951.   

Average Number of 
Persons per Family Unit 	 Family Size 
4 

Average Number of Income 
Recipients Per Family Unit 	 Income Recipients 
2 

1 79 

Proportion of Married 
Women in Labour Force' 	Married Women Working 

1951 	1954 1957 	1961 	1965 	1969 	1973 	1977 	1981 

Factors Affecting Increase in Per Capita Income 
Data from Labour Force Surveys 	
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Family Size Drops 
Certain social changes between 1951 and 1981 have resulted in smaller 

families. There are fewer husband-wife families and fewer children within 
these families. The rising divorce rate has split many traditional families and 
contributed to a growing number of single-parent families. 

In addition, there are more people living alone, particularly young singles 
and elderly widows. The young are more likely to live alone now than in the 
past because they are marrying later, Increasingly, women are outliving their 
husbands, further contributing to the numbers of unattached. The general rise 
in income and the increased sources of income (from social benefits for 
example) may well mean that more people can afford to live alone. 
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Changes in Family Composition 
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Number of Two-earner Families Increases Substantially 
In 1981,   60% of families had two or more earners, almost twice the percen-

tage in 1 951 . This type of family predominates in the middle to highest income 
groups. 

33% 

57C 

36% 

1951 	 1961 
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29 

60% 

1971 
	

1981 

No Earner 	I One Earner 	N Two or More Earners 

Increase in Percentage of Two-earner Families 
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35% 10% 

46% 
	 13% 

55% 
	

16% 

63% 19% 

Wives' Participation in Labour Force Increases Family Income 
The proportion of married women in the work place has almost doubled 

since 1967.   As a result, the contribution of these women to family income has 
doubled as well. On the average, working wives earned 1 0% of family income 
in 1967 and almost 20% in 1981. 
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Participation of Wives in 	 Wives' Contribution to 
Labour Force 	 Family Income 

Wivest Participation in the Labour Force and Contribution to Family Income 
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Unattached 
Individuals 

Married Couples 
Without Children 

Married Couples With 
Children Under 16 

Married Couples 
With Older 
Children and/or 
Other Relatives 

All Other 
Families 

All 

$39,400 

Greatest Gains for Families With Mothers in Work Force 

Incomes of families with children under sixteen have grown at the highest 
rate during the past three decades. While there has been a large increase in 
the percentage of wives in the labour force during the past three decades, 
there has been a striking increase in participation for those with children. 

1981 [Dollars 	($000) 

Incomes for Different Types of Families 
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Highest Income Group Two-earner Families 
This group consists mainly of two-earner families with children. Their major 

source of income is wages and salaries. The husband in the family is most 
likely to be between 35 and 54, with some post-secondary education. 

The Percentage of the 
Highest Income Gronn' 

Which Consists 
of 
Married Couples 
With children 

With Wages and 
Salaries as the 
Major Income 
Source 

With Two or 
More Earners 

With Husbands 
35-54 Years 

With Husbands 
Whose Highest 
Level of Education 
Is Some 
Post-Secondary 

Percent 

Percent 

Profile of the Highest Income Group, 1981 
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Which Consists 
Of 
Married Couples 
With Children 

With Wages and 
Salaries as the 
Major Income 
Source 

With One 
Earner 

With Husbands 
25-44 Years 

With Husbands 
Whose Highest 
Level of Education 
Is Some High 
School 

Middle Income Group Mostly One-earner Families 

This group differs from the highest income group in its number of earners, 
age and level of education. These families are likely to have a single earner 
whose wages or salary constitute the major source of income. Most husbands 
are aged 25 to 44 with at least some high school education. 

The Percentage of the 
MirltlIa Inrnm r,rriin 

Percent 

Percent 

Profile of the Middle Income Group, 1981 
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The Percentage of the 
Lowest Income Group: 

Who Are 
Unattached 

With Women 
as Heads 
of Families 

Whose Major 
Source of 
Income is 
Social 
Benefits 

Who Are Not 
in the Labour 
Force 

Young 
(<25 years) 
Elderly 
(65+ years) 

Percent 

80 	100 

Lowest Income Group Mostly Unattached, Either Young or Elderly 

Unattached individuals made up 67% of this group in 1981,   up significantly 
from three decades earlier. These individuals are predominantly women, 
either under 25 or over 65, with no earned income. 

Although the lowest income group consists mostly of unattached indivi-
duals, certain kinds of families comprise the rest. Single-parent families made 
up almost a third of the lowest income families. Husband-wife families in this 
group are likely to be past retirement age. 

Whose Highest 
Level of 
Education is  
Grade 8 or Less 	

20 	 80 0 
I 	

40 	60 	
Percent 

I 

Profile of the Lowest Income Group, 1981 
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Income Peaks at Ages 45 to 54 

As an individual passes through his or her life cycle, income changes as 
family composition, work experience and sources change. Many people 
under 25 are single and just beginning their careers. At ages 25 to 34, their 
earnings are likely to be higher and many will have married, often resulting in 
two incomes for the family. By ages 35 to 44, any wives who have been caring 
for young children full time may enter or re-enter the job market. 

Family members reach peak earning power from ages 45 to 54. At ages 55 
to 64, income begins to decline, perhaps because job skills are no longer 
suited to the work place or because of declining health or early retirement. 
However, at the age when most people are retired, 65 and over, income drops 
mostly because the main source is now social benefits and pensions, rather 
than earnings. This is also the time when many women find themselves living 
alone on lesser incomes. There are two major reasons for their diminished 
incomes: these women are now retired and many may have lost their 
husbands. 

1981 Dollars 

 

$37,100 
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30.000 	
1981$28,500 

$21,500 	R 20,000 

$11,700 	
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$9,500 
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Head 	Under 

$20,600 

$9,500 

65 or 
Over 

35-44 	45-54 	55-64 

Average Income by Age of Family Head 
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Age Structure Has Changed 

Two things have been happening to the age structure of the population 
which have implications for income. First, there are greater proportions of 
elderly, particularly among the unattached. Secondly, as a result of the post-
war baby boom, there is an increasing proportion of young adults, many of 
whom are living alone. As we have seen, the young and the elderly, particularly 
those living alone, make up a substantial part of the low-income group. 

Families 	 Unattached 
Percent 	 Individuals 

 

55-64 
Years 

45-54 
Years 

35-44 
Years 

24 Years 
or Under 

1951 	 1981 	 1951 	 1981 

 

Changing Age Composition of Heads of Families and Unattached Individuals 
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Social Benefits Increasingly Important for Low-income Groups 

Over the last three decades, social benefit programs have become impor-
tant sources of income for the two lowest groups. Unattached individuals, who 
include large numbers of the elderly, are generally more dependent on these 
programs than are families. Among families, those headed by a female single 
parent are most likely to collect benefits. 

As we move up the income ladder to the middle and highest income groups, 
we find that social benefits account for a very low proportion of income and 
wages and salaries are increasingly important. 

Lowest Income 
	

Middle Income 
	

Highest Income 
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• Earnings 

1981 	1965 

Other Money Income 
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Social Benefits 
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350/0 
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47% 

Sources of Income for the Elderly 

Importance of Social Benefits for Elderly Up Significantly 

For those 65 and over, social benefits have grown since 1965 to become the 
major source of income. The importance of other money income, mainly 
private pensions and investment incomes, has also increased. 

Among the elderly, the incomes of the unattached have shown a more rapid 
increase than those of families. However, the elderly living alone are still not as 
well off as married couples of the same age. 

Unattached Aged 65+ 	Families With Heads 65+ 

7% 	

-- 
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Unemployment 

Husband's Income 

Wife's Income 

.

Other Member's 
Income 

Sources of Income 

1L 

1981 
11 

All Families 

Social Benefits Important for Families With Unemployed Husbands 

Families with unemployed husbands receive more in social benefits than 
other families. In 1 981 , social benefits made up a higher percentage of income 
for these families than ten years earlier. In addition, where the husband is 
unemployed, the wife's earnings contribute more to family income. 

Husband Had Some 
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How Husband's Unemployment Affects Family Income 
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Income Taxes Keep Pace With Increases in Income 
For families and the unattached, income tax rose at the same rate as 

income during the 1970s. The proportion of income going towards income 
taxes remained at 1 5%. 
($) 
30000 

5,60O 
come 
l X 

id 

ENZ 

1971 	1973 	1975 	1977 	1979 	1981 

Average Income Before and After Taxes 
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Provincial Disparities Narrow After Income Taxes 
In provinces such as Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia, where average 

family incomes are higher, families pay out more dollars in income tax. This 
means that after income taxes, differences in income among families in the 
various provinces narrowed somewhat. 

EM 

Canada 	 $3,900 M $25,600 

Average Provincial Income and Income Tax Paid, 1981 
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Glossary 

Earnings Wages and salaries and/or net income from self- 
employment. 

Family A group of individuals related by blood, marriage or adop- 
tion sharing a common dwelling. All relatives living together 
are considered a family whatever their relationship. (Prior 
to 1965,   data includes only non-farm families. Beginning in 
1965, data also covers farm households.) 

Family Income All income received by individuals 15 years or over (14 
years or over prior to 1 976) who formed a family. Sources of 
income include wages and salaries, net income from self- 
employment, cash social benefits, investment income, 
retirement pensions and annuities. 
Income does not include inheritances, bequests, capital 
gains, income tax or pension fund refunds. Non-money 
income, such as free meals, living accommodation, or food 
and fuel produced on one's own farm, is also excluded. 

Head of Family In husband-wife families, the husband is considered the 
head for statistical purposes. In all other families it is the 
parent or other family member mainly responsible for the 
maintenance of the family. (This definition, although per- 
haps not fully reflecting the realities of today's family, has 
remained consistent for the Survey of Consumer Finances 
since 1952.) 

Income After Taxes Total money income less personal income tax payable (the 
sum of federal and provincial income taxes). 

Income Groups To create income groups or quintiles, those with the lowest 
income were placed at one end and those with the highest 
at the other. 
Families were counted as one unit as were the unattached, 
then divided into five units of equal portions. At times, the 
focus is on just three of the five groups created - those 
with the lowest, middle and highest incomes. 
These groups correspond to the quintiles used in the report 
Income Distributions by Size in Canada: families and 
unattached individuals in the lowest income group are 
those in the first quintile: those in the middle income group 
belong to the third quintile: and finally those in the highest 
group, the fifth quintile. 

2 



Other Money Income Investment income, retirement pensions, superannuation, 
alimony and scholarships. 

Per Capita Income Income per person in a family is obtained by dividing the 
total family income by the number of persons in the family 
(both adults and children). 

Quintile See Income Groups 
Social Benefits All social benefit payments from municipal, provincial and 

federal governments such as Old Age Security, Guaran- 
teed 	Income Supplement, Canada/Quebec Pension 
Plans, Family Allowances and Unemployment Insurance 
benefits. 
Not included are non-cash social benefits from govern- 
ment spending in such fields as health, education or subsi- 
dized housing. 

Taxes Personal income taxes payable. Other taxes, such as cor- 
porate, sales or property taxes are excluded. 

Unattached Individual A person living alone or in a household where he/she is not 
related to other household members. 

Unemployment A person has experienced unemployment if he/she has 
had no work, but has been looking for a job for one or more 
weeks during the year. 

Wife Participating 
in Labour Force A wife is participating in the labour force if she has reported 

some earnings for the reference year. 
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Data in Many Forms... 

Statistics Canada disseminates data in a variety of forms. In addition to publications, both 
standard and special tabulations are offered on computer print-outs, microfiche and micro-
film, and magnetic tapes. Maps and other geographic reference materials are available for 
some types of data. Direct access to aggregated information is possible through CANSIM, 
Statistics Canada's machine-readable data base and retrieval system. 

How to Obtain More Information 

Inquiries about this publication and related statistics or services should be directed to: 
Data Dissemination Unit, 
Consumer Income and Expenditure Division, 
Statistics Canada, Ottawa, K1A 0T6 (Telephone: 996-5294) or to the Statistics Canada 
reference centre in: 
St. John's 	 (772-4073) 	 Sturgeon Falls 	 (753-4888) 
Halifax 	 (426-5331) 	 Winnipeg 	 (949-4020) 
Montréal 	 (283-5725) 	 Regina 	 (359-5405) 
Ottawa 	 (992-4734) 	 Edmonton 	 (420-3027) 
Toronto 	 (966-6586) 	 Vancouver 	 (666-3691) 

Toll-free access is provided in all provinces and territories, for users who reside outside the 
local dialing area of any of the regional reference centres. 
Newfoundland and Labrador 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia (South and Central) 
Yukon and Northern B.C. (area served by NorthwesTel Inc.) 
Northwest Territories (area served by NorthwesTel Inc.) 

Zenith 0-7037 
1-800-565-7192 
1 -800-361 -2831 
1-800-268-1151 
1 -800-282-8006 

1(1 12)800-667-3524 
1 -800-222-6400 

112-800-663-1551 
Zenith 0-8913 
Zenith 2-2015 

How to Order Publications 

This and other Statistics Canada publications may be purchased from local authorized agents 
and other community bookstores, through the local Statistics Canada offices, or by mail order 
to Publication Sales and Services, Statistics Canada, Ottawa, K1A 016. 
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